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VITRIFRIGO VFC15
Portable Fridge-Freezer 

        

   

Product price:  

349,75 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO VFC15 PORTABLE FRIDGE-FREEZER 

The VITRIFRIGO VFC15, from the Vfree Plus series, is a portable fridge-freezer ideal for yachts,
boats, and special installations. With a total capacity of 15 liters, the VITRIFRIGO VFC15 offers a
compact and versatile solution for storing food and drinks during marine travels.

This product, the VITRIFRIGO VFC15, is powered by both 12/24Vdc direct current and
100-240Vac 50/60Hz alternating current, ensuring flexibility in power sources. With a nominal
consumption of only 45W, it ensures excellent energy efficiency, allowing savings on energy
consumed.

The compact dimensions of the VITRIFRIGO VFC15, with a total width of 591 mm, a total height
of 453 mm, and a total depth of 230 mm, make it perfect for limited spaces without sacrificing
storage capacity.

The F energy class and the internal temperature range from +20°C to -18°C ensure optimal food
preservation, keeping them fresh and safe for a long time.

The LCD digital control panel, part of the Total Control system, allows access to all refrigerator
functions intuitively and precisely. Additionally, with the included remote control, you can manage
the fridge functions directly from your smartphone, offering total control even from a distance.

The presence of the internal LED light not only improves visibility inside the fridge but also helps
reduce energy consumption, ensuring more efficient operation.

The Double power system is included as standard, providing a cable for power through the
12/24Vdc cigarette lighter socket and an external power supply at 100-240Vac, ensuring
maximum flexibility in use.
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Optionally, the VITRIFRIGO VFC15 offers the Super energy kit, which includes a removable
lithium-ion battery of 15600 mAh. This provides an option for autonomous power in situations
where the main power source is unavailable.

Furthermore, for additional protection during outdoor use, the Max protection option is available,
which protects the fridge from weather elements and accidental damages. The VITRIFRIGO
VFC15 is available with the Solar kit, allowing you to power the fridge using solar energy.

Technical Specifications VITRIFRIGO VFC15:

Total capacity liters: 15
Net weight: 9.3 Kg
Power supply: 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz
Nominal consumption: 45W
Width: 591 mm.
Height: 453 mm.
Depth: 230 mm.
Energy class: F
Internal temperature range: +20°C / -18°C

Looking for a cockpit refrigerator with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full
range VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

The pictures and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 230
Width (mm): 591
Height (mm): 453
Dry weight (Kg): 9.3
Feed Type: 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz
Product type: Portable and special installation fridge-freezers
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 15
Energy class: F
Nominal consumption: 45W
Internal temperature: +20°C / -18°C
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